
 

Spring Term 2 Homework Schedule Year 3 

Daily home reading with an adult, of at least 10 minutes, is proven to have an impact on children’s development and attainment within school. 

Week Home Learning  Maths focus This week’s spelling Parent/student 
comment 

Peer comment Teacher comment 

Set: 25/02/22 
Due:  
02/03/22 

This half term we’re going to be learning about newspaper 
reports. Can you write a newspaper report on the recent 
storms? 
Challenge: Include the features of a newspaper report e.g. 
writing in columns, using formal language. 
 

See where you can 
use money in a real-
life situation. 
e.g go into a shop 
and see how much 
you could buy with 
£1. 

Position     Potatoes 
Possess      Pressure 
Possession  Probably 
Possible        Promise 
 

   

Set: 04/02/22 
Due: 09/02/22 

Our Design Technology project this week has been looking at 
natural resources that can dye fabric. Research what natural 
foods can be used to dye fabric and how they do it. 
Challenge: Can you find some examples of Stone Age dying 
patterns? 

Use a range of 
different ways of 
measuring around 
your house. What 
objects can you 
find? 

 Purpose          Regular 
Quarter            Reign 
Question     Sentence  
Recent       Remember 

   

Set: 11/03/22 
Due:  
16/03/22 

Our topic this term is ‘Sustainability’. Can you create a poster 
to encourage people to stop putting plastic in the ocean? The 
poster needs to be eye-catching to encourage people to stop 
littering! 
Challenge: Explain the meaning of Sustainability. 

Write the following 
into metres and 
centimetres: 
240 cm      120cm       
350 cm       445cm 
___m and ___ cm 

Separate         Special 
Straight           Strange 
Strength         Suppose 
Surprise       Therefore 

   

Set: 18/03/22 
Due: 23/03/22 

 
In R.E. we are studying religious symbols. Can you choose one 
of these religious symbols to draw and research? 
Challenge: Create a symbol to represent you. 

Write out the 8 
times tables in the 
reverse order.  

Though          Thought 
Through       Various 
Weight        Woman 
Women      Wonder 

   

Set: 25/03/22 
Due: 30/03/22 

This term we will be studying the book ‘The Secret of the 
Black Rock.’ We have already studied the author Joe Todd-
Stanton, can you find out about another book he has written 
and write a blurb? 
Challenge: Can you write an effective opening sentence to 
the book? 

How many 
different coins can 
you add together 
to make £1.00? 
e.g. 50p + 50p 

After            Beautiful 
Again           Because 
Any               Behind 
Bath              Child 
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Set: 01/04/22 
Due: 06/04/22 

We are focusing on the habit of ‘forgiving’ this half term. Can 
you write about a time you were forgiving? 
Challenge: What should you do when you’re finding it hard to 
forgive someone? 

Can you create a 
tally chart to 
record the fruits 
and vegetable you 
eat within a week? 

Parents            Money 
Should             Great 
Would       Everybody 
Improve        Children 

   


